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The Problem for Students

■ Students struggled to draw trees on their own and during class
■ The textbook (Carnie’s Generative Syntax, 3rd edition) had exercises

– Types of trees were all the same (massed practice)
■ The accompanying workbook had exercises and answers

– Surprisingly few trees until X-bar structure (Chapter 6)
– Chapter 7 (functional categories) has only 4 full sentences
– Trees were targeted to the chapter (clustered)

■ Students requested and needed more practice

The Problems for Me, the Instructor

■ Wait time during class exercises was long

■ Participation in small-group activities was uneven
– The ‘middle’ group of students could take 4+ minutes to draw a 

sentence
– The slowest students often quit trying during class when they found 

they couldn’t keep up
– Activities were dominated by the quickest students

■ I had no TA and could not add more grading

Insights from memory and learning

■ Make it Stick: The Science of Successful Learning (Brown, Roediger III, & 
McDaniel, 2014)

■ Successful learning includes:
– Retrieving new information from memory – testing or self quizzing1

– Spaced retrieval practice – time between practice sessions1, 2

– Interleaved practice – mix up examples1, 3

– Generation – attempting to answer the question before being shown the 
answer1. 4, 5

– Reflection – reviewing what’s been learned and how the learning process 
worked1, 6, 7

■ I could use this info to address the problems with tree drawing
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Insights from research on formative 
feedback
■ Formative assessments are low-stakes assessments or activites that help 

students and teachers see how students are performing in relationship 
to learning goals.

■ According to research, effective feedback formative assessments must 
involve the student in the process (Black et al. 2003; Nicol and 
Macfarlane-Dick 2006).

Good feedback practice

■ Good feedback has some of the following features: 
– It clarifies what good performance is
– It facilitates self-assessment, 
– It encourages dialogue around learning, 
– It provides opportunities to bridge the gap between current and 

desired performance, 
– It provides information that can shape teaching. 

(Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick 2006).

■ I was using many of these in other classes, but not Syntax.

Self-correct homework

■ Self-correct homework: Students complete homework on their own, 
bring work to class, we go through questions together while they 
corrected their answers

■ It encourages several features of learning and good assessment practice8, 

9, 10

– It’s a formative assessment that uses retrieval, interleaved practice, 
generation of answers, and reflection through discussion

– Students are involved in the assessment, can compare their 
performance to the target, and can discuss the reasons for the 
answers

Uses of self-correct homework

■ I’ve used this in several classes (Intro to Linguistics, History of English), 
but it needed to be modified to save time
– Revision: Students access answers, correct homework on their own 

time, turn in homework with corrections clearly visible.
– Discuss issues in class, focusing only on what students did not  

understand
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10 trees a day: Self-correct tree drawing 
practice
■ Students given 10 sentences and answers, 3 times a week

– Only 10 are released at a time to space out practice

■ They draw trees for those sentences, correct them in different colored 
ink, redraw sentences they get wrong, describe what they did wrong and 
how they fixed it (reflection)

■ We discuss questions they have in class the next day and then students 
hand in their work.

10 Trees a Day, Day 3: The buffalos’ 
adventures
■ I created a narrative to make generating 

sentences easier.

■ Buffy the buffalo was sitting on my desk –
he got a new identity and set off on new 
adventures as Gwilym
– His former occupation was chauffer to 

the rich Penguin family

■ Gwilym meets another multilingual buffalo, 
Wilhelmina
– They speak other languages to give 

practice trees in languages other than 
English

Example sentences from day 22

1. The two buffalo walked underneath the magnificent foliage.
2. The sun was beginning to slowly set behind the bluffs.
3. Wilhelmina trotted forward in eager anticipation of their journey’s end.
4. Gwilym lumbered behind her wondering what the significance of the 

wisteria was.
5. Wilhemina suddenly bellowed a panicked cry.
6. For Wilhelmina to bellow so loudly meant danger. 
7. Gwilym’s heart began to race as he galloped to meet Wilhelmina.
8. “What scared you so badly?”
9. The buffalos’ panic grew as their eyes adjusted to the growing darkness.
10. An enormous snarling wolf blocked the path under the wisteria.

Example of student work
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How 10 Trees a Day uses learning science 
and good feedback practices
■ Students test themselves, get spaced and interleaved practice, generate 

answers, reflect on errors 

■ The formative nature with student corrections promotes learning and 
normalizes mistakes.11, 12

■ Students are involved in providing the feedback 

■ They get both immediate feedback and delayed, elaborated feedback 
during discussions.

The benefits from using 10 Trees a Day

■ Students’ facility with tree drawing has improved
– Wait time needed when I ask students to draw a structure in class has 

decreased
– More students are actively participating in small group activities

■ The narrative helps maintain interest.
– The light-hearted, slightly absurd story line also relieves tensions

■ The formative nature lets me (and the students) see what students are learning

■ Grading time has not significantly increased
– I spot check to see they’ve corrected errors and grade on completeness

Unexpected benefits from 10 Trees a Day

■ Summative assessments can focus more on argumentation and analysis 
than on basic skills

■ Struggling students can be identified before the first summative 
assessment is due

■ Implicit learning takes place
– The narrative uses structures not yet covered
– The narrative uses more structures than the textbook

Tips for using self-correct homework

■ Take time to discuss with students the science behind the practice – this isn’t 
just “busywork”
– Repeated, distributed, interleaved practice with reflection increases 

learning
– Making mistakes is expected and crucial to learning

■ When students understand the science behind the homework, they respond 
positively to it and can see the relationship to their own learning.

■ Don’t get carried away with the narrative and introduce impossible structures
– The buffalo realized how dirty and sweaty he had become walking up the 

slope. (Thanks to my then 12-year-old for this one!)
■ Look for ways to use low-stakes, formative feedback in all courses

– It can really show you and the students what is (and is not) being learned
– It facilitates students taking ownership of their own learning
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